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Note that this rider is part of the contract and 
if anything cannot be provided,  

please inform us! 
Thank you! 

Management 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Booking

hubris. 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jonathan Hohl

management@hubrisband.com	 	 	 	 	 booking@hubrisband.com
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Nathan Gros, management@hubrisband.com +41 79 329 39 40
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Hospitality 
1. TRAVEL PARTY  

Baseline: 4 artists. 

To be confirmed for each show: +1 sound engineer 


2. GENERAL TIMES 

We need at least 30 minutes for sound-check anytime before the performance. 

Dinner: 1 hour before show 


3. LOCAL CREW 

Get in: A promoter or a promoter’s rep 

Load in: 2 helpers for load in / load out 

Tech: 1 local sound tech (2 for festivals) + 1 local light tech 


4. PARKING  

Promoter shall provide at their own expense parking for 1 van. Parking ought to be safe and 
secured and if possible adjacent to stage door / artist’s entrance between arrival and departure. 


5. ACCOMODATION 

Promoter shall provide at their own expense accommodation for the travelling party (4 artists 
baseline and + 1 if sound engineer confirmed). Accommodation should include at least 4 beds, 
(queen size bed for 2 is okay) and a bathroom with a shower and a toilet. 


6. FACILITIES 

1 backstage with sufficient space to sit and leave instruments. 


7. TOWELS  

4 towels on stage before show. 


8. CATERING  

Get-in: 8x local beers, 8x bottles of water, cheese, bread, fruits, nuts, snacks. 

Dinner: 4x (or 5x if sound engineer confirmed) hot meals served at least one hour before the show 
or after the show. 


9. MERCHANDISE  

Please provide one table (1.5mx1m) for the band’s merchandise at suitable location in the venue. 


10. GUEST LIST  

Promoter shall provide 4 guest tickets for the sole use of the band. 
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Stage Plan  
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Input List  
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INPUT NAME PAN TYPE (MIC OR ELSE) MIC STAND

1 Kick In B91 -

2 Kick Out B52 Small

3 Snare Top SM57 Small

4 Snare Bottom e604 Clip

5 Hihat KM184 Small

6 Rack Tom e604 Clip

7 Floor Tom e604 Clip

8 OH L KM184 Tall

9 OH R KM184 Tall

10 Bass DI DI -

11 GTR A L XLR -

12 GTR A R XLR -

13 GTR B L XLR -

14 GTR B R XLR -

15 Backing Tracks L -100% XLR -

16 Backing Tracks R 100% XLR -

17 Vocal Talk Back SM58 Tall
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Requirements 
SYSTEM 

The system must be of high quality and in perfect working condition upon the band’s 
arrival. One sound technician (English or French speaking) has to be here from arrival to 
departure. 


F.O.H.  

Please provide a 24 input digital console (minimum 16) 


MONITORING  

The band carries its own stage console (Behringer XR18). No wedges, no splitters or 
anything else are needed. We will be splitting our own signals using Y cables. You do not 
need to do anything. 


BACKLINE  

Upon request (to be confirmed by the band in advance), please provide: 


1x Drum set 

	 	 - 22” Kick, 10” Rack Tom, 14” Floor Tom, 14” Snare 

	 	 - e.g. Tamar Starclassic or equivalent 


1x Hardware set 

	 	 - Kick pedal, snare stand, hi-hat stand, ride stand, 2 crash stands

 

2x Guitar cabs 2x12 

	 	 - Orange PPC212 or equivalent 


1x Bass cab 4x10 

	 	 - Ampeg SVT 410 or equivalent 


RISER (only for festivals) 

2mx3mx0.2m for the drums 


We look forward to spending a great evening in your company and 
thank you in advance for your understanding and kindness. 
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